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In this paper we give a version of multivariate general power umbra1 calculus with the starting 
point based on the theory given by S. Roman and A. Brini. We define a topological linear space 
pair which has a duality more definite than that considered by the above authors. 
Introduction 
This paper is a several variable version of [ 10, Part I, Q§ l-41. In [ 101 we have 
developed the general power umbra1 calculus in one variable which generalizes the 
integral power umbra1 calculus established by [4,7,8], etc. On the other hand, 
multivariate integral power umbra1 calculus has been treated by several authors 
([I, 2,3,5,6,11, 121, etc.). In the present paper we will give a version of multivariate 
generalpower umbra1 calculus with the starting point based on the theory given in 
[6] and [2]. 
In Section 1 we consider the duality of the topological linear space pair 
(L$‘K(( ~)),x”K))x~‘(() which underlies the theory of Sections 2-5. Note that the 
definition of x”K))x-‘(( gives a more definite duality than that considered in [6] 
and [2]; see Proposition 1.1. 
In Section 2 we describe explicitly the algebra Es (resp. Ed;) of all topological 
linear endomorphisms of x”K)>x-‘(( (resp. l’K((r))) by means of the structural 
construction given in [9, pp. 524-5271. 
In Section 3 we define the Sheffer sequences and the generating series map 
through the action of the umbra1 group UGK on Eg; the consideration on Ei in the 
preceding section enables us to give a clear exposition of the generating series. 
In Section 4 we show the eigenseries expression which characterizes the Sheffer 
sequence as the simultaneous eigenseries of the operators defined by (4.1). 
In Section 5 we give the transfer formula (5.1) by which we can compute the 
Sheffer sequence directly from the corresponding element of UG,. The proof of 
(5.1) may be of interest since the line of exposition adopted in Sections 3-5 is in the 
reverse direction compared to that in [2, pp. 319-323, 328-3291; see Remark 5.4. 
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In subsequent papers we will consider generalization to the several variable case 
of the results and examples obtained in [lo] different from those whose multivariate 
version we discuss in the present article. 
1. Duality 
For the motivation of this section, we refer to [lo, Part I, Q 1; 2, pp. 3 16-3 18, 328; 
6, pp. 341-344 and 9, pp. 509, 526-5271. 
Let K be a field of characteristic zero with discrete topology, n a positive integer, 
anda=(a,,...,a,)EK”; these are fixed throughout this paper. All the linear spaces 
and algebras considered below are over K; linear will mean K-linear, etc. 
We denote by KS the linear space of all maps from an arbitrary set S into K. In 
case S=a+L”CK”, if we define the map [a+r=~~l+il . ..t.+‘” by <“‘(a+j) := 
6,j := ~3,,,~, ... cY~~,]~ (multivariate Kronecker delta), then any element of Ka’nn can 
be written as CiGpn kira+i (ki E K). In this sense we write 
a+H” ._ 
KC .- ;~~k;<‘+‘~kiEK ; 1 
note that < = (<t, . . . , 5,) is a set of dummy variables with can be replaced by the 
other set of letters, x= (x1, . . . ,x,), etc. 
Kr ‘+” contains as a subset 
YK((C)) := u YK((0)~ 
IEE 
where 
5”K((0), := n @ Kr’+’ (1.1) 
H31JZI ieE”,,il=J 
with Ii1 :=il++.=+i,. <‘K(<<)) is a topological linear space with the topology 
defined by { <aK((r))l 1 IE Z} at zero; in particular, K<(r)) is a topological algebra 
and c”K(([)) is a topological K((c))-module. Note that (i) the powerseries algebra 
K]]rl, . . . , <,,]I is a sub-topological algebra of K(( 0); in fact, the induced topology 
coincides with the maximal ideal topology, (ii) in case n = 1, K(( <)> reduces to K((O), 
fractional field of K[[<]], and (iii) we have <‘K((t)),=K((<)),+li, (iEiZn,IEZ). 
We have the natural isomorphism 
tYK((t))~proj.lim (CaK((O>/5aK((t))~) 
I-I+1 
(1.2) 
with <‘K(( ~))/~*K((~))r being discrete (IE Z); hence r”K((r)) is complete. 
With another set of variables x= (x1, . . . ,x,), KtnlE” contains as a subset 
x”K>>x-‘(( := lvZ x“K>>x-‘G, 
where 
x’K))x-I((, := n Kx~+~ (1.3) 
ieZ”,iil<I 
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which has the direct product topology (IEZ); x”K>>x-‘(( is given the inductive 
limit topology through the injections x”K>>x-‘(( ,-+x~K))x-‘((~, , (IE Z) and it is a 
topological linear space. Notice the difference between (1 .l) and (1.3). 
Proposition 1.1. We denote by V” the topological inear dual of a topological inear 
space V. Then we have the topological linear isomorphisms: 
(9 TnK((0)o =~“K>>x~‘((, 
(ii) xaK>>x-‘Co =:“K((O), 
(iii) ~aK((0)oo =:‘“K((O), 
(iv) x~K))x~‘((~’ =x”K))x-‘((. 
(1.4) 
Moreover, 
(v) xaK))x- ‘(( is complete. 
Proof. We will regard {taii 1 iEZ”} and {x0+’ 1 i E Z’“} as the mutually dual topo- 
logical linear bases, i.e., 
,“+i(~u+j)=~ij=~a+i(~a+~) (i,jEzn). (1.5) 
From (1.2) we have as topological linear isomorphisms 
YK((O)” ~ind.lim (raK((r))/raK((r))~)* 
I-I+1 
=ind.lim (~“K))x-~((~_ ,) =x”K))x-‘(( 
I-I+1 
where * denotes the linear dual, since (1.3) has the direct product topology; hence 
(i). 
Dually, we have 
x”K))x-‘((” = proj .lim (x’K))x-‘((I”) 
I-1+1 
zproj.lim (r”K((r))/r’K((r))I+l)=T’K((5>>, 
I-I+ 1 
since x”K>>xP1((~ has the discrete topology; hence (ii). 
(iii) and (iv) follow immediately from (i) and (ii). (v) follows from (iv); see 
[9, pp. 509, 5271. 0 
2. Topological linear endomorphisms 
Proposition 2.1. We denote by Ei (resp. Ed:) the algebra of all topological linear 
endomorphisms of x”K>>x-‘(( (resp. {‘KC(<))). Then we have the linear iso- 
morphisms: 
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(9 E~~~‘K((r))~xxnK))x-‘((, 
(ii) Ed$=x”K))x-‘(( &‘K((r)) 
where 6 denotes the completed tensorproduct ([9, p. 5101). Thus, transposing the 
sets of letters r and x, we have the algebra anti-isomorphism: 
(iii) E+Ed;. (2.1) 
Proof. Apply [9, Theorem 4.41 with Proposition 1.1 to obtain (i) and (ii). (iii) 
follows from (i), (ii) and [9, Theorem 4.71. 0 
By the definition of the topology of t’K((c)), we have 
Ed:= 
i 
r- c r,+i(r)x”” r,+i (OE<~K((O), lim r,+i(5>=0 
iEZ” iii + tm I 
CK(a+zn)~ 
cx (2.2) 
where r acts as the map caC’- r,+i (0 (iEZL”). Through (2.1), we can use (2.2) as 
an explicit expression of E~c Key’“)‘. 
Definition 2.2. (i) We fix a coefficient map 
cf,:a+ZI”+K\{O}; 
we write Cfa+i := cf,(a + i) (i E Z”). With the set of letters t = (tl, . . . , t,), we define 
the corresponding topological bilinear form by 
taK((t)) xxaK))xP1(( + K, 
a+i 
(t ,x ‘+‘) c (ta+’ IXa+‘)Cf, :=Gi,jCfa+j (2.3) 
(i, je Z”) which extends by topological linearity. In fact, (1.4) leads to (2.3) with 
the topological linear isomorphisms between <“K(({)) and t’K((t)) given by 
r a+i- (l/cf,+;)t~-t~ (ie Z”) being considered; see (1.5). 
(ii) The adjoint module action of K((t)) on x“K))x-‘(( is defined by 
(g(t) 1 f(t)(h(x))),,O := (f(t)g(t) 1 hW,fa 
(f(t)EK((t)), g(t)Et’K<(t)), h(x)ExaK))x-l(O; we have 
t'(X'+j)=(Cf,+j/Cfo+j_;)X'+'~' (i,jEZ”). (2.4) 
We regard K((t)) as a sub-algebra of Eg in this manner. 
We consider (2.1) with (2.3). Introducing the set of letters 
T a+i:=(ta+i/.)cf, (iEZn), 
we can write 
1 
idxOK)jx~lCC = c xntip T atiEE: 
icL” cfcz+i 
(2.5) 
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which corresponds to idrCK’K((r)) ~Edg through (2.1); notice the identification 
T a+LCfa+i~a+i. (2.2) can be rewritten as 
Ed;= 
1 
r= c r,+;(T)-x a+; r,+,(T) E TaKCTN, 
iEH” cfo+i 
lim r,+i(T)=O CKg;Zn’2 
1 
(2.6) 
Ii1 -t +m 
with T’K((T)) =<‘K((r)) and r being the map Ta+j- r,+,(T) (FEZ”). Notice the 
distinction between the three sets of letters c, t and T. 
Definition 2.3. We denote by Gi (resp. Gdi) the group of all invertible elements 
of Eg (resp. Ed:). By (2.1), Gi and Gdi are mutually anti-isomorphic as groups. 
Note that Gdff acts on Ed; by composition of maps; for QEG~~, 
Ed; + Ed;; r-@or. 
Using (2.6), we can write 
(2.7) 
@Or= c e(r,,i(r))$x a+i . 
iGL” a+i 
Through (2.1), (2.7) is translated to the action of Gi on Eg: 
E;-E;; r# - r# oL?# 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
where # denotes transposition of letters 5 and x. 
3. Generating series map 
This section follows the ideas of [lo, Part I, $21, although the construction of 
definitions is slightly different from that in the case of one variable. 
Definition 3.1. (i) We set the subgroup of topological algebra automorphisms of 
K(( T)): 
UA7:=(aIa(Tj)~~(1+K((T)),) (j=l,...,n)}; 
see [2, pp. 317-3191. Referring to [lo, Part I, (2.2)], we have the action of UAT on 
T”K(( T)); for a E UAr with a(q) =fj(T), 
T’K((T))+T’K((T)); Ta+‘++f(T)‘+’ (3.1) 
where f(T)“+‘+-,(T)n’+il ...f,(T)an++n~ Ta+i (1 +K((T)),). (3.1) extends over 
T’K(( T)) by topological linearity and it gives a group-injection of UA, into Gdg . 
(ii) I+ K(( T)), acts on T’K(( T)) by multiplication; this gives a group-injection 
of 1 +K((T)), into Gd:. 
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(iii) By virtue of (i) and (“) n , we construct the semi-direct product group called the 
umbra1 group: 
UGK :=UA,p<(l +K((T)),)cGd;. (3.2) 
We write (f(T); g(Z)) in place of (x tx g( T) E UG, where f(T) = (ft( T), . . . , f,( T)) 
with fj(ZJ=a(7;). The action of (f(T); g(T)) on T’K((T)) is given by Tat’++ 
f(T)‘+‘g(T) (REP). 
(iv) We denote f(T) = (f,(T), . . . , f,(T)) where fi(T)=~‘(q) gives the inverse 
of cr in UA,. 
Note that (9 for (f(T); g(T)), (v(T); tW)) EUG~, we have (f(T); g(T))0 
(P(T); v(T)) =(&f(T)); v(f(T))g(T)); this is the left-hand action notation while, 
in [lo, Part I, (2.1)(i)], we have used the right-hand action notation, and (ii) we have 
(f(T); g(T))-’ = (f(T); g(f(T))-I). (3.3) 
By (3.2), (2.7) and (2.9), we have the group-action of UG, on Ei; for 
(f(T); g(T))EUGK, 
E;-+ E;; q-qo((f(T);g(T))-‘)#. (3.4) 
In particular, putting q := id,;, we see by (3.3), (2.8) and (2.5) that the right-hand 
side of (3.4) equals 
((f(T); g(T))-‘)# = c x”+‘~~(T)“+ig(f(T))-l EG;. 
iCZ” a+; 
Definition 3.2. (i) We can write the right-hand side of (3.5) as 
C sa+i(x)$ Ta+ie G; 
ic.Z” a+; 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
with s,+~(x)Ex~~~(~ +K>>x-‘((_,). We call {s,+;(x)Ii~Z~} given by (3.5) and 
(3.6) the Sheffer sequence for (f(T); g(T)) EUG~. 
(ii) We denote the group-injection given by (3.5) by 
Gs’ : UG, + G; 
(f(T); g(T)) - ((f(T); g(T))-‘)# (3.7) 
and call it the generating series map (depending on the choice of cf, fixed). 
(iii) By virtue of (i) and (ii), we say that Gs’(f(T); g(T)) is the generating series 
of the Sheffer sequence {s,+;(x) 1 i E Z” }. 
Note that (3.6) represents the topological linear automorphism of ~“K>>x~‘(( 
which maps x’+~ to S,+;(X) and, hence, {S,+i (x) 1 i E Z” } is a topological inear basis 
of x”K)>x-‘((. 
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Proposition 3.3. For (f(T); g(T)) E UGK and a topological linear basis {s,+;(x) / i E Z”} 
of x”K))xP’((, the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) {s,+~(x)I~EZ’} is the Sheffer sequence for (f(T);g(T)), 
(ii) (f(t)“+‘g(t) Isa+j (X)),fo=~i,jcf,+j (i,_i~W. 
Zf (i) (or (ii)) is satisfied, then we have 
(iii) f(t)+,+; (X)>=(Cf,+;/Cf,+;-j)S,+i~j(X) (k.iE~"), 
h(t)EK((t)), 
@(f(T); = c & T“+’ 
i6h” atr 
in Eg. 
Proof. We can use almost the same line of reasoning as in the proofs of [IO, 
Part I, (2.4)-(2.5)]. Note that the left-hand side of (3.8) belongs to Ei since 
limlii + tm f(T)“‘ig(f(T))P1h(T)=O; 
(j= 1, . . . . n) where Dk := a/ax,, ak := a/at, and 
Fk,j(t):=aj(J;,(t>)I,Ff(r) 
. . . , n). Then we have: 
(9 OP~(~UJ; g(T))EE~ (j= 1, . . ..n>. 
(ii) Opj(f(T);g(T))(s~+i(x))=(a~+i,)s~tj(x) (j=l,...,n, 
EX’K))X-‘(( satisfies Opj(f(T); g(T))(s(x)) 
2 n) are mutually commutative operators. 
Proof. D, (resp. a,) acts on x”K))xP’(( (resp. K{(t))) as usual. Since g(t)-’ and 
F~,j(t) belong to K((t)), we see (i). 
To show (ii), we follow the line similar to that in the proof of [lo, Part I, (3.1)]; 
for j fixed, we verify as equality in E$: 
C OPj(f(T); g(T))(so+,(x)) $ Ta+i 
iEH” a+i 
=;zn(aj+i,)sO+i(x)& Ta+j. 
a+; 
(4.2) 
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Using (3.5)-(3.8), we compute: 
The right-hand side of (4.2) 
= TjW~)(Gs’V(V; g(T))) 
= c x~+L& ~(a/a~)(f(T)“+ig(f(T))-‘) 
icZ” n+i 
=,i, xJUGS~(~U-); g(T)lf,(T)-‘(a/aTj)(f,(T))Tj) 
- Gf(f(T); g(T)) i W~T~)(g(TN 
k=l 
T 
e 
J(r) g(f(T))-‘(a/aTj)(fk(T))T, 
Finally, since the Sheffer sequence is a topological linear basis of x”K>)x-‘((, 
(iii) and (iv) follow immediately from (ii). 0 
5. Transfer formula 
Theorem 5.1. I__{s,+~(X)~~EZL~} is the Sheffer sequence for (f(T);g(T))EUGK, 
then 
Sa+i(X)=g(t)-’ aet(f(t))(f(t)/t)-“-‘-‘(x”+‘) (iEZn) 
where aet(f(t)) := det(aj(fk(t))) and 
(f(t)/t)-“-‘-I :=(fl(t)/tl)-“‘-“-’ . . . (f,(t)/t,)-afipin-l 
belong to 1 + K(( t >>, . 
(5.1) 
Before verification of (5.1), we show two lemmas: 
Lemma 5.2. For F(t)EK({t)), we have in Ei 
xkDkF(t)=F(t)xkDk- t&(F(t)) (k= 1, . . ..n). (5.2) 
Lemma 5.3. If hj(t)EK((t)) (j= 1, . . . . n) are invertible in K(( t >>, then we have 
kg, (-l)ka,(det(M(t)(ik’)) =0 (5.3) 
where M(t) denotes the matrix whose (j, k)-entry is a,(hj(t))/h;(t) (j, k = 1, . . . , n) 
and M(t)(jlk) the sub-matrix of M(t) with the jth row and the kth column deleted. 
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(5.2) follows immediately from (2.4). Using the multi-linearity with respect to 
columns of the determinant, we obtain (5.3). 
Proof of (5.1). Considering g(t)(s,+;(x)), we can make reduction to the case 
g(T) = 1; see Proposition 3.3. In this case, (4.1) reads: 
OpJf(T); 1) = i XkQt;‘Fk,j(t)fj(t) (j= 1, . . . , n). 
k=l 
Putting 
T~+~(x) := aet(f(t))(f(t>/t)-“~‘-‘(x”+‘> (i~z”), 
we have only to show 
Op,(f(T); 1)0-0+;(x))= @j+ i,)r,+;(x); (5.4) 
in fact, since T~+~(x)Ex’+~(~ +K((x-‘))_r)C~~+~(l +K>)x-‘((_,) (see Remark 
5.4(ii)), Theorem 4.l(iii) gives r,+i(X)=S,+;(x). 
We compute: 
The left-hand side of (5.4) 
=k+Dkfl *‘. tkbltkfl “.t,Fk,j(t)aet(f(t)) 
x u-,(t) **9-,U>f+ l(t) . ..f.(t))~‘(f(t)/t)~“-‘(x”+‘) 
= kiil XkDk(-1) j+k det(l(t)(ik))(f(t)/t)-am’(xaii) (5.5) 
where L(t) = (&(t)) denotes the matrix with Lj&(t) = tkak(fj(t))/fj(t) and L(t)(ik) 
the sub-matrix of L(t) with thejth row and the kth column deleted; to obtain (5.5), 
note that (Fk,j(t)) is the inverse matrix Of (aj(fk(t))). 
By Lemmas 5.2 and 5.3, we have 
i X&(-l)i+kdet(~(t)‘“k’)=k$ (-l)‘+kdt3t(~(t)(‘k))XkDk; 
k=l 
hence, by Lemma 5.2, (5.5) equals 
kg, (-1) j+k det(~(t)(ik))((f(t)/t)-a-iXkDk 
- tkak((f(t)/t)-“-‘>)(X 
u+i 
h 
We have 
((f(t)/t)pa-iX$k- t,a,((f(t)/t)-“-‘))(x”+‘) 
(5.6) 
= (Qk+ik)+m$, (a,,,+i,)(d,/S,,(r))tk~k(~~(t)/t~)) 
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by virtue of which (5.6) equals 
(aj+ i,)det(L(t))(f(t)/t)~a~i(xafi) 
=(aj+ij)r,+;(x) 
=the right-hand side of (5.4). 0 
Remark 5.4. (i) With the notation above, we have from Proposition 3.3 and 
Theorem 5.1: 
Gi,jCf,+j=(t a+j aet(f(t))(f(t)/t>'~j-I 1~@+j)~~, (&jEW, 
which is equivalent to the statement that the constant term of det(l(t))f(t)’ is equal 
to Ji,, (iE.Zn); see [2, Lemma 3.21. See also [2, Theorems 2 and 41 for the relation- 
ship to the Lagrange inversion formula. 
(ii) (5.1) implies 
s,+;(x) EXa+j(l +IXx-I))_,) (iEZR) (5.7) 
where K((x-‘>>-, is defined by substituting (x;‘, . . . . xi’) for (tl, . . . , t,) in K((t)), . 
(5.7) is not clear from Definition 3.2. 
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